
Russia. In addition, the bout of USD strength in Q1 2021 caught markets by surprise, with a
selloff in the US bond market narrowing the gap between US Treasury and EM sovereign
yields, which forced central banks in the EM space to tighten monetary policy sooner than
previously signalled.

Over the course of the last two meetings, the CBR hiked rates by 75bps from 4.25% to 5%. In
our December outlook we had already stated the CBR would likely not cut rates further to
promote economic growth as the economy’s underlying inflationary pressures and ruble
stability would not allow for further easing, but we now have reason to believe further rate
hikes are incoming. If the CBR continues to fight the current RUB depreciation and above-
target inflation by tightening policy further in the coming months, we expect the Russian
ruble to recover over 6% this year against the dollar. However, the potential of fresh sanctions
in the coming months poses a large downside risk to our ruble outlook.
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Back in our December RUB outlook, we expected a
general EM rally to occur in 2021 due to improved
global growth, supported risk appetite and a weaker
dollar, while the Russian ruble would specifically
benefit from a robust eurozone recovery and higher
relative yields. Since then, several risks outlined in
our outlook have materialised with European
countries struggling with a slow vaccine rollout,
while geopolitical tensions have intensified and

Currency pair 1-month 3-month 6-month 12-month

USDRUB 74.5 73.5 72 70

resulted in  the  imposition   of   sanctions on 

All of these factors weighed on the ruble and meant a set of rate 
hikes from the Central Bank of Russia were imminent as the inflation 

trajectory steepened due to both external and internal factors. 

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/outlooks/ruble-to-benefit-from-renewed-risk-appetite-and-the-hunt-for-yield/


Russian ruble hit by tensions but domestic recovery and hawkish CBR
should support the currency

USDRUB has rallied just over 2.5% since March’s lows, while the rally in EURRUB has been
more significant at just over 5%. While the ruble weakness is visible in these levels, the
magnitude of its losses were greater in the early part of April when sanctions were imposed
by US and EU leaders. Both Brussels and Washington slapped sanctions against senior Russian
officials close to Russian President Vladimir Putin over the poisoning attack and jailing of
opposition leader Alexei Navalny. The penalties include a travel ban and asset freeze, and
while they were mainly symbolic by nature, the threat of additional sanctions led to USDRUB
trading just above the 78.0 handle at its peak.

The ruble received an additional boost in late April when Russia ordered its troops to end
military drills in the annexed peninsula of Crimea and moved troops away from the border
with Ukraine, while both US and Russian Presidents signalled their intentions to meet.

► While geopolitical tensions remain a downside risk for any ruble outlook, current US
sanctions only pose a marginal threat as they mainly serve a symbolic cause. Under the
current sanctions, US banks and investors can’t buy newly issued Russian debt. This should
only dampen the carry trade at the margin as it only concerns new issuance, despite US
investors holding the largest share of local government debt (around 29.5%). The symbolic
nature of the measures was confirmed by President Biden himself who stated “I was clear
with President Putin that we could have gone further, but I chose not to do so”, while talks
are ongoing for both Presidents to meet sometime in June.
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Looking forward, a domestic economic recovery combined with the 
CBR supporting the currency by raising rates further over the coming 
months should result in the ruble recovering back to around the 72-

level in half a year’s time against the dollar, conditional on 
geopolitical tensions remaining subdued.   

Signs of easing tensions between the 
US and Russia from thereon in resulted 

in a swift recovery in the ruble, 
although it still trades weaker than 
before the introduction of the risk. 

The premature pricing of the
sanction risk meant that when
the Biden administration did
impose sanctions on US entities
purchasing newly issued
sovereign debt and bonds
issues by the CBR and National
Wealth Fund, the market
reaction was relatively muted.



► However, the risk remains that more intense measures on Russia’s capital markets are
imposed in the near future should relations between the US and Russia breakdown again.

► Economic data outlines a rapid recovery in demand, evidenced by an improvement in the
unemployment rate from 6.3% to 5.6% since our December outlook, while Purchasing
Managers’ Index figures across all three sectors have consistently printed above the 50-
level expansionary mark this year. GDP grew 0.5% YoY in March, signalling the first increase
since Q1 2020. Russia arguably needs less of a dramatic turnaround in economic activity as
it only lost 3.1% of output in 2020, leaving its economy in better shape than most other
countries.

CBR committed to front-loading cycle as inflation trajectory steepens

Given expectations of a rapid domestic recovery, the CBR is confident in frontloading its
policy normalisation cycle while maintaining a hawkish tone, signalling more tightening
ahead. The CBR raised its forecast for year-end inflation to 4.7-5.2%, up from 3.7%-4.2%
previously, further confirming that additional rate hikes are incoming. We expect an
additional 75bps of tightening over the course of 2021, given that the CBR sees the key rate
averaging 4.8-5.4% in 2021. While this undershoots the central bank’s expected range, it
coincides with our base case assumption that no additional sanctions are levied as
geopolitical tensions cool. With the CBR exceeding market expectations by 25bps in April
already, the pressure for delivery at the June meeting has eased, leaving some flexibility in
the second half of the year. The CBR sees the key rate averaging 5.3-6.3% in 2022 and 5-6% in
2023 while GDP forecasts have remained unchanged since February.

As a reference, tensions caused by the Russo-Ukrainian war in 2014 and fears of fresh
sanctions by the US prompted the CBR to hike the key rate from 5.5% to 17% over the course
of a year. While the hikes were gradual, the last dramatic hike raised the rate from 10.5% to
17% and was mostly prompted by the fear of new sanctions. This outlines the role of the CBR
in offsetting sanctions risk should tensions escalate further. The 2014 sanctions by the US and
EU included restrictions on specific firms, banks and individuals with close ties to the Russian
government, as well as sector-wide measures that banned trade in goods related to the
defence and energy sector.
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If geopolitical tensions intensify, however, markets should expect more 
support coming from the CBR to try to offset ruble weakness. 
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Sanctions of the sort may be on the cards should tensions escalate further, which could see
the ruble halve its value against USD if history is any guide, but the current climate suggests
this is an extreme tail risk. Current dynamics suggest the Biden administration will instead opt
to tighten measures on Russia’s access to international capital markets, although this
arguably has a high threshold for implementation too. Until then, we remain confident of the
ruble’s recovery on a structural basis.

2014 playbook paints a picture of how far tightening can go if tensions escalate
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